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Living in a foreign country has many advantages, but it also has some disadvantages. 2. example, they may get a good job and a
high salary so they can buy what .... What are the advantages and disadvantages to having one language in the world? IELTS
Advantage Disadvantage Model Essay Answer. It is thought by some .... IELTS Task 2 Writing: Advantages and Disadvantages
Essay. This lesson will ... Now, we're going to look at each paragraph in a bit more detail with a sample.. It might be challenging
to choose a topic for advantages and disadvantages essays. Check out some great ideas in this helpful article.. For example,
some people advise to write two body paragraphs - one on the advantages and another on the disadvantages, then in the
conclusion state which one outweighs the other. You can do this, but it can look at bit odd if you write about them equally, but
then say there are more of one than the other!. How to write IELTS advantages and disadvantages essay for Band Score 8+ ...
For example, China is experiencing a substantial loss of highly educated .... Advantages Disadvantages Essays require well
thought outline and very advanced writing ... Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples .. Ielts Writing
Academic. study abroad scholarship essay examples Disadvantages study abroad essay - Advantages and Disadvantages of . Ielts
Writing Academic .... It is also common for synonyms of 'advantages' and 'disadvantages' to be used, such as 'benefits' and ....
learn band 9 answer structure. for advantages and disadvantages essay in IELTS. IELTS advantages & disadvantages question
sample. For example, you can get .... Advantage and Disadvantage essay sample #2 ielts writing task 2 ... In your opinion, do the
drawbacks of video games outweigh the benefits?. For example, there are a huge number of advantages to travelling by private
jet, but there is one huge disadvantage (the cost) that stops most .... Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant
example from your own knowledge or experience. IELTS Writing Essay # Advantages and disadvantages .... IELTS Writing
Task 2 advantage/disadvantage essay example that is a band score 8. The question is > Some people believe that using a .... How
to write an advantage or disadvantage essay for IELTS. In writing task 2 ... For example, Firstly this essay will discuss.........
Secondly this .... Advantages and disadvantages ielts essay sample. Hi Simon, can you answer this for me please? I'm so
confused. I have read one sample writing in New .... So, for example, for advantages and disadvantages type of questions they
recommend firstly find all ideas for advantages and disadvantages and after group them .... Stuck on your essay? Browse essays
about Advantages And Disadvantages and find inspiration. Learn by example and become a better writer with Kibin's suite ....
Aims: To write an essay on the advantages and disadvantages of using mobile phones and also ... For example, 'One advantage
of having a mobile phone.. Advantage and disadvantage essay writing IELTS Advantages Disadvantages ... associated with the
problem; Advantage 1 + extension (= reasons / examples) ... b6161d3637
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